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発表内容: (口頭発表) Recently, extension of the gravity theory to a nonlinear 

massive one attracts much attention. Among all the relevant topics associated 
with this massive theory, one of the most interesting topic is whether there exists 
a natural mechanism to go from a massless gravity to a massive one. To probe this 
possibility, as the first step, we introduce a minimally coupling tunneling field 
into the action of massive gravity and probe its consequences. It is found that the 
Hawking-Moss (HW) solution can be either larger, smaller or equal to the 
standard one due to the appearance of parameters associated with massive terms 
in the nonlinear massive action. Also we found that the Colemann-DeLuccia 
solution in our model has a smaller value of the action than the one of HW 
solution. 

  
聴衆の反応: After my talk, four researchers discussed with me on my topic. They 

asked me some details and the further plans on it. Also they showed great interest 
on this tunneling calculations in massive gravity.  
 
質疑応答: Due to the limited time in my talk, one question is only allowed to be 

raised. The question is about the result in the massless limit. I showed our 
calculations in this situation and told him that in this case, one of the branches 
reduced to the standard result while another branch will not. 

 


